
|  SURF SYNKRON |



Surf is a chair that combines flexibility and simplicity without compromising 
on ergonomic thinking and comfort. 
 
Surf Synkron provides maximum support of the pelvis, lower back and tho-
racic spine, while at the same time there is the possibility to lean back and 
open up the hip joint. The synchro cradle is controlled through the  
body’s natural movements both in backward and forward-leaning  
working positions at the desk.

NECK REST
The neck rest is adjustable in height, depth and angle.

ARMREST
The armrests can be raised and lowered, angled, width
and adjustable in lateral and depth. 

ADJUSTABLE BACK & SEAT
The back is adjustable in height, which means that the lower back can 
adapts to your back. The seat is adjustable in depth.

SYNCHRONIC
The seat and back are angled synchronously, i.e. in a forward-leaning 
sitting position, the seat is also angled forward, and in a backward- 
leaning sitting position, the hip angle is opened to stimulate circulation 
in the body. Adjustable swing resistance, adjustable according to your 
body weight. The swing is lockable.

MEASUREMENT SURF HIGH

Back width 420 mm 
Back height 570 mm 
Seat width 470 mm 
Seat depth 450 mm 
Seat hight 400–530 mm

FABRIC REQUIRED

Fabric width 140 cm = 150 cm 
Fabric width 150 cm = 150 cm

MEASUREMENT SURF MID

Back width 420 mm 
Back height 470 mm 
Seat width 470 mm 
Seat depth 450 mm 
Seat hight 400–530 mm

FABRIC REQUIRED

Fabric width 140 cm = 120 cm 
Fabric width 150 cm = 120 cm

ART.N0

ARS1E-6E 
NST SURF 
6209

FTK 500 001 
FTK 500 002 
6801

CPE 190 001FP 
CPE 180 006 
CPE 420 001B 
CPE 190 006HP

5602 
5603 
9003 

6100

ART.NO

OLS 250 HSXXX 
OLS 250 HSNXXX 
OLS 250 MSXXX

ASSCESSORIES

Armrest 
Neck rest, fabric/artificial leather 
Prepared for neck rest 

Base, black aluminium
Base, polished aluminium
Foot ring

Gas lift, black 40-53 cm 
Gas lift, high, black 50-70 cm
Gas lift, extra elevated, black 62-88 cm 
Gas lift polished

Castors, black with rubber band
Castors, black, load braked 
Glides

Backup, lumbar support

PERFORMANCE

Synkron High 
Synkron High with neck rest 
Synkron Mid

QUANTITY

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

5 pcs 
5 pcs 
5 pcs

PRICE GROUPS FABRICS = XXX

ECO = Economy   STD = Standard   DC = Designers Collection   SKI = Leather   KUT = Customer fabric
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